YOU = Second Class Citizen

The Political Environment that has developed in this ONCE Great Nation is YOUR FAULT and it results in you becoming the subordinate to others. The claimed guarantees described in the 200 year old Founding Documents of this ONCE Great Nation are not equally applied to YOU, because there are Other Special Class individuals around you that claim they REQUIRE more and better than you. Those Chosen Few are set above you because of their claimed Superior Needs which result from their Special Class Status. They claim to DESERVE many special treatments and you are required to provide them those amenities no matter the cost to your wallet, your values, your security, or your beliefs.

They have the “greater right” to jobs than you and you allowed those laws to be written insuring quotas are met to place them in those jobs because of their Special Class Status.

They have a “superior right” to education and you allowed those laws to be written insuring quotas are met to place them in those class seats because of their Special Class Status.

They have a “better right” to protection than you and you allowed those laws to be written insuring crimes against them are more aggressively investigated /prosecuted /punished than the same crime against you because of their Special Class Status.

They have a “right” to everything you have, but aren’t required to work for it and you allowed those laws to be written insuring they are fed, housed, medicated, transported, phoned, insured, counselled, and cared for in every way because of their Special Class Status.

Over and Over you acquiesce to their demands for Special Class Status because their vocal, aggressive, and often dishonest demonstration of minority extremism causes you to SUBMIT to their Will, abandon your Beliefs, and disregard your Convictions. You have made yourself a Second Class Citizen. You are now reaping the results of your – special - status. Do you like it? Before you answer realize... “They Don’t Give-a-SHIT”. You have taught them that YOU don’t Matter since they are The “SPECIAL CLASS”

In case you STILL don’t understand visualize this image.

YOU and I (WE) are all on the bus, seated in the front, the back, and the middle; WE are all standing in the isle, hanging on the sides, and riding on the top, while the Liberals, the Blacks, the Gays, the Lazy, The Illegals, etc., etc., etc. (all those other MORE IMPORTANT PEOPLE) ride in the Escalade (We Paid For) out front.

YOU = Second Class Citizen

SB10 - Religious Freedom Restoration Act ...
...is the latest example of a Special Class Status Group Lying, Screaming, Demonstrating, Threatening, Blackmailing, and Bulling YOU into submission... Sodomite TERRORISM!

STAND UP and FIGHT BACK – CONTACT Your Indiana Representative NOW!